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Combining themes from multicultural stories with her own medical work, the author of this book
shows females how to utilize the healing and innovative energies of the crazy woman - the
sensible and ageless existence in the feminine psyche. --This text identifies an out of printing or
unavailable edition of this title.
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My Go To Book for recovery the injured female within this book is my head to staple to feed my
female soul. if anyone can get it right and deep it really is Clarissa. to me, she actually is like the
female version of Joseph Campbell. she totally unfolds the feminine archetypal individuals and
souls. The way the author totally breaks down the meaning of each story is so beneficial to me
because I would have taken each tale as a fable not really much a lesson or assistance in to the
female psyche.. she actually is a national jewel and anything she creates speaks to me and i
think it will speak to you as well. Give it a chance, you almost certainly won't regret it!.. who
betray her or misuse her, abandon her or neglect her . They are not something to be feared, I am
43 and have carried these nightmares my very existence until now, now I can observe them as a
positive issue and will use this with my girl in the years ahead.. and you have had that eventually
you and you need a recovery through profound understanding ... I really like hearing CPE's tone of
voice on all the recordings- but the cd of this work was originally abridged and I therefore wanted
to have each word. I will purchase everything from this writer and cantadora- she is a live
changing way to obtain wisdom in this world.. The book was shipped in horable condition.
Fantastic read! From love to anger to finding and learning to trust our crazy wisdom, she covers
every part of women's lives. Estes is completely on stage in her narrative and knowledge of the
girl archetype within. But with lived encounter, comes a different perspective. I actually am still
enjoying this reserve. The stories in it really resonates with me. I acquired halted reading it for a
couple of months after finishing a tale when I experienced a breakdown about my life. Unless
you, the book can help you find yours. Feeling a need to escape and get to a life that's
happier/soulful. I might try to read it afterwards (as many people say you need to be ready for
this) but certainly I am following it at the moment. The way the writer takes the symbols and
decode this is and themes of these tales is amazing. As kids hearing these fairy tales we'd never
know that there is a deeper signifying to them. As adults they mean a lot more. within her family .
This book is amazing! I would recommend this publication to all women who have a mind. And I
know the data that I am getting from this book will help me raise her in a more confident and
secure way. Five Stars GREAT READ . Example: there's a chapter about nightmares or bad
dreams being truly a sign to focus on something we need to find or hear, it has helped me
tremendously with nightmares that I recall from childhood!. if you want a book with meats and
bones that talks about the issues of the feminine character and her associations with other
women .Owner did list this as in extremely good shape but it includes a large crease on the trunk,
it's in very good used shape but definitely not very very good condition but didn't want to take
any stars away here just thought some people may choose to know, I did leave a separate
feedback for the seller about this. I recommend this book to all women! Great publication - very
deep. I first browse it years ago and in re-reading right now discovered items I missed at that
time - my fault - not the author's. I originally first got it from the library but knew I would need a
duplicate of my very own after one chapter, I'd like my daughter to someday read this! I had
started reading the book once again to take my mind from things and another story, "The Red
Shoes" touched a whole lot on what I am experiencing. This is not a 'fluff' go through at all. Get
the book! Great product, very happy with buy. Dr. I buy extra copies whenever I find them to have
on hand to give out whenever I find a receptive soul..it is deep and messy sometimes, but the
narrative she paints with her phrases and stories connect with every woman who has yearned to
be free and run with the wolves! I read this book years back and happily I purchased my own
copy. Appropriate for all ages, essential for all young girls coming of age. A wild child's must
have.This is essential read for ALL women and for the men who love them. Great read, totally
insightful Years ago, I'd not have given the reserve, or its title a second thought.... That is why



when I received these books in horable condition I was very disappointed. GAIN INSIGHT and
understanding.in all respects and phases of our lives. Not for me I'm sorry but We couldn’t finish
the reserve. For people who seek a knowledge of a kind of being most possess either forgotten,
or hardly ever realized was part of human heritage. Life Changing Way to obtain Wisdom I love
CPE which is her seminal work. it’s a very difficult reading, way too many times repeating the
same idea and message. then get this reserve, go through it and reread it and digest just of hit
because there is only soul food in right here! thank heaven, God and angels for Clarissa. Great
book. Great book. Hence, we owe it to our daughters, granddaughters, and daughters-in-law to
allow them to 'run with the wolves' and not encumber them with the 'roles' in which many of us
were likely to fulfill. She brings a wholeness and a recovery to those of us who suffered beneath
the yoke of 'objectives' and allows us to live free of charge. I still haven't completed it, I am a
slow reader but also I've found if I allow stories mix around in my head for a bit before moving on
to the next it can help them sink into my getting, changing my sights for a more positive outlook
on deeper thoughts and feelings. The clearness that it has provided me is mind blowing. If You're
a Woman You'll Love This Book This is the book I go back to for wisdom and guidance, that I
quote to describe life lessons to friends and grandchildren, that I understand better and
differently whatever age I am when I reread it, starting at 38 up til now when I am 67. I bought 2
of these books, the author is amazing therefore may be the book.! My mother bought me this
reserve as a young girl and wished to give this publication to my daughters. The books look like
they have been sitting on a shelf for 20 years. Times passes and today with life experiences, I'm
enjoying Women Who Run With Wolves from another perspective.. I'm so pleased that this book
has text message to speech function so I can pay attention to each term of the phenomenal text
message. The writing design didn’t really entice me. The Ugly Duckling is also one of my favorite
stories in this reserve. So good Love this book. She's such a relaxing voice that you get drawn in
to the book right off the bat! Clarissa Pinkola Estes, a Jungian analyst and storyteller with a
tradition of females storytellers on both sides of her family, tells the original variations of fairy
tales and folk tales from all over the world and then meticulously, exquisitely exposes the deep
hidden archetypal meaning hiding within. #Love
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